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Introduction 

This guide provides a detailed overview of the first two years of the academic life of a student in the 

Secondary school. In line with our mission and vision statements, our curriculum offers a rich learning 

experience to suit every type of learner and covers a breadth of interest areas.   

Mission 

As an Anglican Diocesan School, we offer our local communities affordable, high quality, 

independent co-education, from Prep to Year 12, in a caring and inclusive Christian environment. 

Values 

Christian An inclusive Christian community in the Anglican tradition built upon compassion and 

service to others. 

Excellence High standards in all we do and asking individuals to strive for their full potential. 

Resilience A positive approach, founded upon realistic expectations and flexible actions that help 

us deal with the challenges of life. 

Respect Principled and disciplined; we care for ourselves and value others. 

Integrity A community whose members are accountable, responsible and trustworthy. 

Safety  Care for the health and wellbeing of all members of our community. 

Vision 

We seek to inspire in our students a love of learning and, through a rigorous and rounded educational 

experience, to provide them with the means to achieve a fulfilling life.  

Homework and Study 

The School aspires for students to grow as learners and understand the way they learn. The partnership 

between parents and teachers contributes to students developing organised and conscientious study 

habits in class and at home. This partnership is critical to preparing students for their senior school 

years.  

Year 7 students can expect 30–60 minutes of homework each weeknight, with minimal homework 

required in Semester 1.  

Year 8 students can expect 60–90 minutes of homework each weeknight. 

There are many strategic reasons why homework is considered a necessary and valued part of the 

curriculum. 

• To perform at a maximal level, students need to commit time outside of class to prepare for their 

forthcoming classes, for consolidating ideas and concepts. Homework is an important link from the 

previous lesson to the next lesson. 

• Metacognition – the reflective aspect of learning, whereby a student thinks about what brings 

about successful learning for themselves – is a necessary component of success at school and in 

life. Leading an examined life opens us to the possibility for self-improvement and change. A 

reflective person wants to improve, be renewed and make progress. Homework provides a time 

for reflection and growth. 

• Learning research indicates if we do not revisit a new idea presented in class as soon as 

practicable afterwards, and certainly within a 24-hour period, it is unlikely to be retained in long-

term memory. The idea should be continually reviewed. Homework is an opportunity to re-engage 

with concepts.  

• Higher-order thinking takes more time than can be given in class and will only occur as the student 

reflects on the material presented. Students are asked to probe deeper in their understanding, to 

analyse new ideas and grapple with the morality and ethics of concepts as they relate to their 

world. Homework is mind-stretching. 

 

 

 



 

The following are examples of what you can expect your child to be engaging with during homework 

time: 

• Pre-reading with the handing in of notes or presentation of key idea(s) to check. This develops 

awakening skills and makes students accountable for the task 

• Question preparation. Students prepare a question based on the text read for homework 

• Pre-testing ideas or concepts for the next unit or next sub-topic 

• Summarising key ideas and concepts taught in the lesson 

• Tasks that encourage reflection of the material taught or application of the concepts and skills 

presented in the lesson 

• Challenging questions designed to engage learners in serious thinking on the topic 

• Designing students’ own assessment task or question 

• Specific independent practice at home  

• Post-assessment reflection 

• Preparing a personal stand, judgement or viewpoint on a particular question  

• Journal and/or reflective writing 

• Projects or assignments that might require research or thinking that can be done at home 

 

Submission of Work Practices 

Hume Anglican Grammar strives to provide an equitable educational experience, to establish 

academic excellence as a habit of mind and equip our learners with essential lifelong skills. The 

punctual submission of best-quality work is a feature of academic integrity.  

To support our students in the spirit of aiming high and being proud of their work, the ‘Submission of 

Work Practices’ policy is explained to students early in the year.  

This policy: 

• outlines the protocols and expectations required of students when submitting work 

• pertains mainly to reportable assessments. However, the policy makes clear the School’s 

expectation of a high standard of personal effort required in all tasks  

• outlines the process for applying for an extension to complete assessment tasks and the situations 

where extensions will be granted 

• outlines the consequences for the late or non-submission of assessment tasks without a valid 

extension, and the consequences for below-standard work  

 

Co-curricular Activities 

A range of activities is offered to Years 7 and 8 students such as Music and Drama performance 

evenings, Debating, as well as House sporting carnivals, inter-school carnivals for selected students, 

team sport inter-school competitions and other activities. Many of these require leadership, 

communication and problem-solving skills and students are encouraged to become involved to help 

them develop as individuals and be part of a learning community. The skills developed become very 

important in future years when we look for students to take more significant leadership roles in the 

senior secondary years. 

The Years 7 and Year 8 Camps are a major pastoral experience designed to engage students in 

significant challenges to promote personal growth, confidence and peer bonding. These camps are 

the pinnacle of our outdoor adventure/challenge programs and compulsory for all students.    



 

Years 7 and 8 Curriculum Overview 

The Years 7 and 8 Curriculum is designed to enable our learners to experience a wide range of subject 

areas. Students in Years 7–10 undertake lessons in the core areas of English, Mathematics, Science and 

Humanities as prescribed by the Australian Curriculum:  

F-10 Curriculum overview | V9 Australian Curriculum 

Further, Health and Physical Education (HPE), Language Other Than English (Languages – Italian) and 

Religious and Values Education (RAVE) are compulsory for all students in Years 7 and 8. Years 7 and 8 

students study seven year-long subjects. In addition, they study two alternating Arts and Technology 

subjects per semester in an array of disciplines. These include Music, Performing Arts (Dance and 

Drama), Technology, and Visual Arts.  

A general course will follow the structure below: 

Semester 1 English Mathematics Science Humanities HPE LOTE RAVE Technology* Performing Arts* 

Semester 2 English Mathematics Science Humanities HPE LOTE RAVE Visual Arts* Music* 

* The semester-long subjects may be timetabled in different semesters to the example above. 

All students at Hume Anglican Grammar follow a ten-day timetable that consists of five 60-minute 

periods per day. A full ten-day span is called a cycle. The following is a summary of the lesson 

allocations for each subject in Years 7–8: 

 

English 8 periods per cycle 

Mathematics 8 periods per cycle 

Science 7 periods per cycle 

Humanities 7 periods per cycle 

Health & Physical Education 4 periods per cycle 

Languages Italian 4 periods per cycle 

RAVE* 2 periods per cycle 

Arts and Technology 

two subjects per semester:  

Music 

Performing Arts 

Technology 

Visual Arts 

8 periods per cycle 

(4 periods x 2 subjects) 

 

*A pastoral care program is delivered in Homeroom, RAVE, Chapel and Assembly. 

 

A note on examinations 

Hume Anglican Grammar seeks to immerse students in a rich and rewarding academic and pastoral 

experience that enables them to flourish as individuals. This means gently introducing students to the 

expectations of senior and tertiary study from a young age. Mid-year examinations are held in June 

for students in Years 7–12 and again in November. In Years 7 and 8, students complete examinations 

of one-hour duration in:  English, Humanities, Italian, Mathematics and Science. The early introduction 

to exams enables our learners to become accustomed to the requirements of being assessed under 

timed conditions, in an environment with which they are familiar and feel at ease.   

 

 

https://v9.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/f-10-curriculum-overview/


 

Year 7 Course Overviews 

English 

Overview 

English is structured around three core strands: language, literacy and literature. Together these 

strands enable students to have greater skills and knowledge of speaking, listening, reading and 

writing. Texts and language are central and essential concepts. This means the focus of English is on 

both the analysis and interpretation of texts as well as their creation. The use of language is purposeful 

and built around an understanding of linguistic concepts. Students learn to appreciate, enjoy and use 

language, developing a sense of its richness and its power to evoke feelings, to form and convey 

ideas, to inform, to discuss, to persuade, to entertain and to argue. 

Duration 

This compulsory subject runs for TWO semesters. 

Educational Objectives 

Students learn to: 

• Participate in dynamic and inquisitive classrooms, through activities that challenge them to form 

ideas and build upon the ideas of others, solving problems, justifying opinions and developing and 

expanding arguments 

• Develop critical reading skills, through exploring a diverse range of short and more complex texts 

across a range of genres, styles and features 

• Demonstrate an ability to select evidence from these texts to evaluate and integrate ideas and 

information to justify their own interpretations. They further select evidence from the text 

to analyse and explain how language choices and conventions are used to influence an 

audience 

• Understand and appreciate the ways in which texts are produced for specific purposes, 

audiences and contexts and how the language we use can create powerful imagery for readers, 

engaging the senses and the imagination   

• Create texts that respond to issues, interpreting and integrating ideas from other texts. They make 

presentations and contribute actively to class and group discussions, comparing and evaluating 

responses to ideas and issues 

Topics of Study 

• Text Study – novel  

• Text Study – Film  

• Issues Analysis 

• Language Development, including vocabulary, grammar and sentence structure 

• Writing, for a range of purposes and audiences 

• Oral Presentations 

• Reading Circles 

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a range of assessment tasks over the semester, these will include: 

• Text analysis essays 

• Language-based tasks 

• Writing folio 

• Media journals 

• Oral presentations 

• Creative writing tasks 

• Examination 

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Select
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Analyse
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Explain
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Respond


 

Health and Physical Education 

Overview 

The curriculum for Year 7 supports students to refine a range of specialised knowledge, understanding 

and skills in relation to their health, safety, wellbeing, and movement competence and confidence.  

They develop specialised movement skills and understanding in a range of physical activity settings. 

They analyse how body control and coordination influence movement composition and performance 

and learn to transfer movement skills and concepts to a variety of physical activities. Students explore 

the role that games and sports, outdoor recreation, lifelong physical activities, and rhythmic and 

expressive movement activities play in shaping cultures and identities. They reflect on and refine 

personal and social skills as they participate in a range of physical activities. 

Duration 

This subject runs for TWO semesters. 

Educational Objectives 

Students learn to: 

• Proficiently perform complex movement and manipulative skills, such as those required for 

athletics and a range of other sports 

• Begin to understand and evaluate common individual and group tactics used in minor games 

and European handball. 

• Maintain regular participation in moderate to vigorous physical activity and analyse and evaluate 

their level of involvement in physical activity 

• Assume responsibility for conduct of aspects of a sporting competition in which roles are shared 

and display appropriate sporting behaviour 

• Explore the function and the food sources of the major nutrients required by the body 

• Develop their understanding of a range of drugs and alcohol, and investigate and rehearse 

strategies to enhance their health and wellbeing 

Topics of Study 

• Semester 1: 

• Minor Games and Fundamental Movement Skills 

• Athletics 

• European Handball and Tchoukball  

• Nutrition 

• Semester 2: 

• SEPEP Netball 

• Polo Hockey 

• Hybrid Games 

• Drugs and Alcohol 

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a number of assessment tasks over the year; these will include: 

• Skill assessments 

• Project work 

• Written tests 

• Data Analysis 

  



 

Humanities 

Overview 

Humanities is the study of human societies, environments, people and their cultures in the past and the 

present. Humanities (History, Geography, Economics and Business and Civics and Citizenship) provides 

a framework for developing the key ideas and concepts that enable students to understand the way 

in which people and societies have organised their world under particular conditions and made 

meaning of it. The study of Civics and Citizenship provides the knowledge and skills conducive to 

functioning as an active member of society. This includes elements of the study of Australia’s legal 

system, tourism and finances. 

Duration 

This subject runs for TWO semesters. 

Educational Objectives 

• Chronology, terms and concepts 

• Historical questionings and research 

• Analysis and use of sources 

• Perspectives and interpretations 

• Explanation and communication 

• Explain patterns on the surface of the earth 

• Application of concepts such as location, distribution, spatial interaction, scale, movement, spatial 

change over time and spatial association 

• Study of the physical and human environments from a spatial perspective 

Topics of Study 

• My World – a comprehensive study of local and national geography 

• The History of My World  

• Ancient Civilisations in Australia and India  

• The Other Side of the World – comprehensive study of Egypt, its geography, history, society and 

economy 

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a range of assessment tasks over the semester. These may include: 

• Topic tests 

• Practical exercises 

• Oral Presentations 

• Short Investigative projects 

• Annotated visual displays 

• Research reports 

• Examination 

  



 

Italian 

Overview 

In Year 7, students begin their study of Italian and typically have little prior knowledge or experience of 

the language and associated cultures. Many will have learnt an additional language in primary 

school or may have exposure to different home languages which will allow them to bring existing 

language learning strategies and intercultural awareness to their new experience of learning Italian. 

Students will work with different modes of communication – speaking, reading, writing, listening and 

viewing – through different text genres with reference to their own social, cultural and communicative 

interests. They learn to use modelled and rehearsed language in familiar contexts and begin to use 

language to create and communicate their own meanings. Students will begin to make observations 

about the relationship between language and culture, particularly through comparing what they 

learn in Italian to English, their own languages and cultures. The teacher will initiate the use of Italian in 

classroom routines, structured interaction and learning tasks. The teacher will also introduce a 

metalanguage to discuss language and culture and consider language learning. 

Duration 

This subject runs for TWO semesters.  

Educational Objectives 

• Socialise with peers and adults by exchanging greetings, good wishes, factual information and 

opinions about self, family and friends 

• Identify factual information from a range of spoken, written and multimodal texts and process and 

represent meaning through classifying and sequencing 

• Participate in listening to, reading and viewing imaginative text and making connections with 

characters, events, actions, settings and key ideas and messages 

• Create imaginative texts that present events, characters from their own experiences 

• Translate phrases and short texts from Italian to English and vice versa 

• Develop awareness of features of the Italian sound system including pronunciation, stress and 

intonation and how these are represented in written form 

• Understand and use key features and patterns of the Italian grammatical system and the features 

of common spoken and written texts 

Topics of Study 

• Welcoming, Greetings and Salutations  

• Nationalities, Languages and Countries  

• Birthday Wishes 

• Here is My Family 

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a number of assessment tasks over the semester. These will include: 

• Written assessments 

• Reading assessments  

• Listening assessments 

• Speaking assessments 

• Examination 

 

  



 

Mathematics 

Overview 

Students explore new content in the areas of Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry and 

Statistics and Probability. The proficiency strands Understanding, Fluency, Problem Solving and 

Reasoning are an integral part of the mathematics content across these three content strands and 

are used to develop the content to reinforce working mathematically within the topic areas.  

Duration 

This subject runs for TWO semesters. 

Educational Objectives 

By the end of Years 7 and 8 students should be able to: 

• Compare the cost of items to make financial decisions 

• Use fractions, decimals and percentages, and their equivalences for expressing quantities 

• Solve problems involving percentages and all four operations with fractions and decimals 

• Solve problems involving the comparison, addition and subtraction of integers 

• Make the connections between whole numbers and index notation and the relationship between 

perfect squares and square roots 

• Solve simple linear equations and evaluate algebraic expressions after numerical substitution 

• Represent numbers using variables 

• Connect the laws and properties for numbers to algebra 

• Use the Cartesian plane to represent transformations and assign ordered pairs to given points  

• Interpret simple linear representations and model authentic information 

• Classify and solve simple numerical problems involving angles formed by a transversal crossing two 

parallel lines 

• Use formulas for the area and perimeter of rectangles and calculate volumes of rectangular prisms 

• Classify triangles and quadrilaterals 

• Describe different views of three-dimensional objects 

• Determine the sample space for simple experiments with equally likely outcomes and assign 

probabilities to those outcomes 

• Identify issues involving the collection of continuous data 

• Calculate mean, mode, median and range for data sets and explain their relationship in data 

displays 

• Construct stem-and-leaf plots and dot-plots 

Topics of Study 

• Whole Numbers and Integers 

• Fractions, Decimals and Percentages  

• Algebra 

• Measurement 

• Linear Equations and Graphs 

• Geometry and Transformations 

• Statistics and Probability 

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a range of different assessment tasks over the semester. These may include: 

• Written skills and analysis tests 

• Assignments/problem solving exercises 

• Homework tasks and Examination 

http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Compare
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Solve
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Solve
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Solve
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Evaluate
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Represent
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Interpret
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Solve
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Calculate
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Classify
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Describe
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Identify
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Calculate
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Construct


 

Music 

Overview 

In Music, students develop both performance and musicianship skills. They make and respond to music 

independently and collaboratively. Students use listening skills to identify and make decisions about 

how they can manipulate rhythm, pitch, dynamics and expression, form and structure, and timbre 

and texture to achieve expressive outcomes or realise specific intentions when composing and 

performing. They learn how musicians communicate in ensembles and perform to audiences in a 

variety of settings. Students explore social, cultural and historical influences on music from diverse 

times, cultures and locations. They expand their skills whilst building confidence, curiosity and 

imagination. 

Duration 

This subject runs for ONE semester. 

  

Educational Objectives 

In Music, students will: 

• Experiment with elements of music using listening skills, voice, instruments and technologies to find 

ways to create and manipulate effects  

• Create, practise and rehearse music to develop listening, compositional and technical and 

expressive performance skills  

• Rehearse and perform to audiences in different settings and contexts, a range of music they have 

learnt or composed, using techniques and expression appropriate to style  

• Analyse composers’ use of the elements of music and stylistic features when listening to and 

interpreting music  

 

Topics of Study 

• Explore and Represent Ideas  

• Music Practices  

• Present and Perform  

• Respond and Interpret  

 

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a range of assessment tasks over the semester. These include:  

• Music solo and ensemble performance 

• Music language and aural skills tests 

• Class discussions and written work 

 

  

  

  



 

Performing Arts 

Overview 

The Performing Arts course will focus on the areas of Drama and Dance. In Dance, students explore 

dance forms and styles through choreography and performance. They use safe dance practices and 

extend their technical and expressive skills. Students make and perform dances in groups to 

communicate ideas and intentions. In Drama, students build on their understanding of role, character 

and relationships. They use voice and movement to sustain character and situation. As they make and 

respond to Drama, students explore ways meaning is created and consider social, cultural and 

historical influences. Performing Arts studies assist students to develop confidence and self-esteem, 

celebrate human experience, take risks and challenge their own creativity. 

Duration 

This subject runs for ONE semester. 

Educational Objectives 

In Dance, students will: 

• Use safe dance practice, elements of dance, body actions and improvisations to explore ways of 

making literal movements into abstract movements 

• Practise and refine technical and expressive skills in style-specific techniques 

• Rehearse and perform focusing on technical and expressive skills appropriate to style and/or 

choreographic intent 

• Analyse how choreographers use elements of dance and production elements to communicate 

intent 

In Drama, students will: 

• Combine the elements of drama in devised and scripted drama to explore and develop issues, 

ideas and themes 

• Plan, structure and rehearse drama, exploring ways to communicate and refine dramatic 

meaning 

• Perform devised and scripted drama using a range of performance styles, maintaining 

commitment to role and applying stagecraft 

• Analyse how the elements of drama have been combined in devised and scripted drama to 

convey different forms, performance styles and dramatic meaning 

Topics of Study 

• Explore and Express 

• Dance and Drama Practices 

• Present and Perform 

• Respond and Interpret 

Methods of Assessment 

• Drama performance 

• Dance performance  

• Completion of drama booklet 

• Design of a costume or set from a well-known musical theatre production 

 

  



 

Religious and Values Education (RAVE) 

Overview 

Religious and Values Education (RAVE) offers students the opportunity to examine a range of key 

aspects of personal and communal spiritual development. This includes studying the enduring 

teachings of Jesus on the Sermon on the Mount, the historicity of the Easter story and the allegorical 

teaching contained in the film, ‘The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe’. Students will also look at, and 

discuss, the challenges of living in God’s created world, and some of the misunderstandings that exist 

regarding the spiritual dimensions of this world.  

Duration 

This subject runs for TWO semesters. 

Educational Objectives 

• Become familiar with the historic teaching of Jesus’ famous sermon in Matthew’s gospel, and 

engage with their own longings, questions and relationships 

• Examine the common human questions which arise from living in a created, yet troubled world, 

and consider the person of Christ and the relevance his example has for human life 

• Watch and discuss the allegorical components of C.S. Lewis’s story, The Lion, the Witch and the 

Wardrobe, within the film of the same name 

• Analyse what the Bible has to say about the last days and spiritual forces, and compare these to 

similar ideas presented in popular culture 

Topics of Study 

• Easter Story 

• Adolescence Challenges 

• Science versus God 

• Discerning Truth in this World 

• The Sermon on the Mount 

• The Bible and the End Times 

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a range of assessment tasks over the year; these will include: 

• Reflective journal on the film study 

• Workbook mark 

• Personal reflection 

  



 

Science 

Overview 

The key learning area of science aims to help students develop an understanding of the physical 

world they live in and its place in the universe, of life in all of its many forms, of themselves and of the 

technology that has evolved out of scientific experimentation in order to enhance our ability to 

explore, measure, test, analyse, evaluate and communicate. 

Duration 

This subject runs for TWO semesters. 

Educational Objectives 

• Become familiar with and be able to apply the language and fundamental concepts of science 

• Develop manipulative skills and processes associated with sound scientific practice through 

laboratory work 

• Use the experimental approach to problem-solving 

• Develop the skills and confidence to access, process and communicate information so they may 

be scientifically informed and aware 

• Build an understanding and appreciation of their world, so that they may develop a system of 

values in which they have great respect for, and a commitment to nurture, their world and living 

things 

• Develop skills in analytical and critical thinking 

• Acquire the skill of proposing a hypothesis then designing and evaluating an experiment to test 

their hypothesis 

• Develop the skill of applying their key knowledge and key concepts to explain or predict new 

phenomena 

Topics of Study 

• Investigating Science 

• Laboratory Skills 

• Forces 

• Simple Machines 

• Mixtures 

• Astronomy 

• Earth Resources 

• Habitats and Interactions 

• Classification 

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a number of assessment tasks over the year. These will include 

• Topic tests 

• Practical reports 

• Book work assessment 

• Project work – research and investigative 

• Examination 

 

  



 

Technology 

Overview 

Technology combines the two areas of digital and design technology. Through the focus on digital 

technology students are provided with the opportunity to analyse problems and design, implement 

and evaluate a range of digital solutions. Students are introduced to computer systems, programming 

and web design. The design and technologies area will enable students to develop an appreciation 

and understanding of the importance of design. They will make use of sketches to complete 

their three-dimensional model and produce a portfolio. Students investigate design briefs and 

constraints and plan their materials and methods to best generate and produce an outcome using 

design thinking. They will consider the environmental impacts and sustainability 

around certain materials being used.   

Duration 

This subject runs for ONE semester. 

Educational Objectives 

By the end of this unit, students should be able to:   

• Design, produce and evaluate solutions for an engineered device 

• Create and represent design ideas using a variety of techniques 

• Select a range of materials and equipment to safely and efficiently produce solutions 

• Develop their computational thinking 

• Create a range of digital solutions using programming (websites) 

• Communicate and collaborate online with an understanding of cyber-safety and legal 

responsibilities 

Topics of Study 

• Occupational Health and Safety (including safe handling of tools)   

• Investigating Different Materials Used in Technology   

• Design Process and Investigation of Client Design Briefs  

• Environmental Impacts of Materials  

• The Introduction of Simple Circuits and their Electronic Components    

• Computer Systems – Parts of Computer/Binary/Network Basics   

• Microsoft Office – Word and PowerPoint   

• Inventions and Inventors 

• Animation   

• Web Design – HTML Basics   

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a range of assessment tasks over the semester. These may include   

• Topic tests 

• Assignments and projects 

• Problem solving tasks and technical drawings   

• Open-ended student guided tasks 

  



 

Visual Arts 

Overview 

In Visual Arts, students make and respond to artworks. They design and create visual expressions of 

selected themes and concepts through a variety of visual arts forms and styles. Students examine their 

own culture and develop a deeper understanding of their practices as an artist. They build an 

awareness of how and why artists, craftspeople and designers realise their ideas through different 

visual expressions. Students extend their understanding of safe visual arts practices and choose to use 

sustainable materials, techniques and technologies. They engage in a journey of discovery, 

experimentation and problem-solving relevant to visual perception and visual language, utilising visual 

techniques, technologies, practices and processes. Students build confidence, curiosity, imagination 

and a personal aesthetic.  

Duration 

This subject runs for ONE semester. 

Educational Objectives 

In Visual Arts students will: 

• Explore visual arts practices as inspiration to explore and develop themes, concepts or ideas in 

artworks 

• Experiment with materials, techniques, technologies and processes in a range of art forms to 

express ideas, concepts and themes in artworks 

• Create and display artworks, describing how ideas are expressed to an audience 

• Analyse how ideas and viewpoints are expressed in artworks and how they are viewed by 

audiences 

Topics of Study 

• Explore and Represent Ideas  

• Visual Arts Practices  

• Present and Perform  

• Respond and Interpret  

  

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a range of assessment tasks over the semester. These may include:  

• Visual Art journal 

• Artworks 

• Short-answer questions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Year 8 Course Overviews 

English 

Overview 

English is structured around three core strands: Language, Literacy and Literature. Together these 

strands enable students to have greater skills and knowledge of speaking, listening, reading and 

writing. Texts and language are central and essential concepts. This means that the focus of English is 

on both the analysis and interpretation of texts as well as their creation. The use of language is 

purposeful and built around an understanding of linguistic concepts. Students learn to appreciate, 

enjoy and use language, developing a sense of its richness and its power to evoke feelings, to form 

and convey ideas, to inform, to discuss, to persuade, to entertain and to argue. The English course 

seeks to build upon key skills and knowledge developed in previous year levels. 

Duration 

This compulsory subject runs for TWO semesters. 

Educational Objectives 

Students learn to: 

• Participate in dynamic and inquisitive classrooms, through activities that challenge them to form 

ideas and build upon the ideas of others, solving problems, justifying opinions and developing and 

expanding arguments 

• Explore and examine the role and importance of audience and language on the creation of 

imaginative, informative and persuasive texts, using this understanding in the production of their 

own sophisticated persuasive, creative and informative texts   

• Evaluate and integrate ideas and information from texts to form their own interpretations. 

They select evidence from the text to analyse and explain how language choices and 

conventions are used to influence an audience. They listen for ways texts position an audience 

• Create texts that respond to issues, interpreting and integrating ideas from other texts. They make 

presentations and contribute actively to class and group discussions, comparing and evaluating 

responses to ideas and issues  

Topics of Study 

• Text Study - novel 

• Text Study - film 

• Issues Analysis 

• Language Development, including vocabulary, grammar and sentence structure 

• Writing, for a range of purposes and audiences 

• Oral Presentations 

Methods of Assessment 

Students complete a variety of assessment tasks over the semester, including: 

• Text Analysis essays 

• Writing folio 

• Media Journals 

• Oral presentations 

• Creative writing tasks 

• Examination 

 

  

http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Select
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Analyse
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Explain
http://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Respond


 

Health and Physical Education 

Overview 

The curriculum for Year 8 supports students to refine a range of specialised knowledge, understanding 

and skills in relation to their health, safety, wellbeing, and movement competence and confidence.  

They develop specialised movement skills and understanding in a range of physical activity settings. 

They analyse how body control and coordination influence movement composition and performance 

and learn to transfer movement skills and concepts to a variety of physical activities. Students explore 

the role that games and sports, outdoor recreation, lifelong physical activities, and rhythmic and 

expressive movement activities play in shaping cultures and identities. They reflect on and refine 

personal and social skills as they participate in a range of physical activities. 

Duration 

• This subject runs for TWO semesters. 

Educational Objectives 

Students will learn to: 

• Perform complex movement and manipulative skills, such as those required for athletics and a 

range of other sports 

• Understand and evaluate common individual and group tactics used in striking and fielding 

games 

• Maintain regular participation in moderate to vigorous physical activity and analyse and evaluate 

their level of involvement in physical activity 

• Assume responsibility for conduct of aspects of a sporting competition in which roles are shared 

and display appropriate sporting behaviour 

• Investigate the benefits of relationships and examine their impact on their own and others’ health 

and wellbeing and in depth look at verbal and non-verbal consent 

• Develop their understanding of a range of safety procedures and strategies to enhance their 

health and wellbeing 

Topics of Study 

Semester 1: 

• Cricket 

• Golf 

• Soccer 

• AFL 

• Safety 

Semester 2: 

• SEPEP Basketball 

• Frisbee Golf 

• Volleyball 

• Basketball 

• Relationships and Consent 

Methods of Assessment 

Students complete a variety of assessment tasks over the year, including: 

• Skill assessments 

• Project work 

• Written tests 



 

Humanities 

Overview 

Humanities is the study of human societies, environments, people and their cultures in the past and the 

present. Humanities (History, Geography, Economics and Business and Civics and Citizenship) provides 

a framework for developing the key ideas and concepts that enable students to understand the way 

in which people and societies have organised their world under particular conditions and made 

meaning of it. The study of Civics and Citizenship provides the knowledge and skills conducive to 

functioning as an active member of society. This includes elements of the study of Australia’s legal 

system, tourism and finances. In Business and Economics, students explain how markets operate and 

recognise why governments may influence the market’s operation. They explain the rights and 

responsibilities of consumers and businesses in terms of financial and economic decision-making. They 

explain why different types of businesses exist and describe the different ways businesses can respond 

to opportunities in the market.  

Duration 

This subject runs for TWO semesters. 

 

Educational Objectives 

• Chronology, terms and concepts 

• Historical questionings and research 

• Analysis and use of sources 

• Perspectives and interpretations 

• Explanation and communication 

• Explain patterns on the surface of the earth 

• Application of concepts such as location, distribution, spatial interaction, scale, movement, spatial 

change over time and spatial association 

• Study of the physical and human environments from a spatial perspective 

• Apply Economics and Business knowledge, skills and concepts 

Topics of Study 

• Landscapes and Landforms.  

• Ancient Civilisations – (The Vikings, the Mongols and the Pacific Islanders) 

• The Rise of Mega Cities and Urbanisation 

• Immigration in Australia 

• The Governance and Economic Structure of Australia 

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a range of assessment tasks over the semester. These may include: 

• Topic tests 

• Practical exercises including field reports 

• Oral presentations 

• Short investigative projects 

• Multimedia presentations 

• Annotated visual displays 

• Research reports 

• Web quests 

• Examination 



 

Italian 

Overview 

In Year 8, students continue their study of Italian bringing their prior knowledge acquired through 

studies in Year 7. Students continue to work with different modes of communication: speaking, 

reading, writing and listening through different text genres with reference to their own social, cultural 

and communicative interests. They learn to use modelled and rehearsed language in familiar contexts 

and begin to use the language to create and communicate their own meanings. Students will 

continue to observe the relationship between language and culture, particularly through comparing 

what they learn in Italian to English, their own languages and cultures. They will identify cultural 

references in texts and consider how language reflects practices, perspectives and values. The 

teacher will continue to use Italian and metalanguage meaningfully in classroom routines, structured 

interaction and learning tasks. 

Duration 

This subject runs for TWO semesters. 

Educational Objectives 

• Socialise with peers and adults by exchanging greetings, good wishes, factual information and 

opinions about self, family and friends, routines, shared events, leisure activities, interests, likes and 

dislikes  

• Identify factual information from a range of spoken, written and multimodal texts and process and 

represent meaning through classifying, and sequencing and summarising 

• Participate in listening to, reading and viewing imaginative text and making connections with 

characters, events, actions, settings and key ideas and messages 

• Create imaginative texts that present events, characters and emotions from their own experiences 

• Translate phrases and short texts from Italian to English and vice-versa 

• Develop awareness of features of the Italian sound system including pronunciation, stress and 

intonation and how these are represented in written form 

• Understand and use key features and patterns of the Italian grammatical system and the features 

of common spoken and written texts, and multimodal texts 

Topics of Study 

• Clothing and Shopping  

• Healthy Eating 

• Italian Education System 

• The Changing Weather 

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a range of assessment tasks over the semester. These will include: 

• Written assessments 

• Reading assessments  

• Listening assessments 

• Speaking assessments 

• Examination 

  



 

Mathematics 

Overview 

Students explore new concepts in the areas of Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry, 

and Statistics and Probability. The proficiency strands Understanding, Fluency, Problem Solving and 

Reasoning are an integral part of the mathematics content and reinforce the significance of working 

mathematically within the content and describe how the content is explored or developed.  

Duration 

This subject runs for TWO semesters. 

Educational Objectives 

By the end of Year 8 students should be able to: 

• Solve problems involving profit and loss 

• Use efficient mental and written strategies to carry out the four operations with integers 

• Solve everyday problems involving rates, ratios and percentages 

• Recognise index laws and apply them to whole numbers 

• Describe rational and irrational numbers 

• Simplify a variety of algebraic expressions 

• Make connections between expanding and factorising algebraic expressions 

• Solve linear equations and graph linear relationships on the Cartesian plane 

• Convert between units of measurement for area and volume and calculate these for various 

shapes including the area of circles and the volume of prisms 

• Perform calculations to determine perimeter and area of parallelograms, rhombuses and kites and 

the circumference for circles 

• Make sense of time duration in real applications 

• Identify conditions for the congruence of triangles and deduce the properties of quadrilaterals 

• Determine complementary events and calculate the sum of probabilities 

• Model authentic situations with two-way tables and Venn diagrams 

• Choose appropriate language to describe events and experiments 

• Explain issues related to the collection of data and the effect of outliers on means and medians in 

that data 

Topics of Study 

• Integers and Indices 

• Fractions, Decimals, Percentages 

• Ratios and Rates 

• Algebra 

• Measurement 

• Linear Graphs and Equations 

• Geometry 

• Statistics and Probability 

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a range of assessment tasks over the semester. These may include 

• Written skills and analysis tests 

• Assignments/Problem Solving exercises 

• Homework sheets 

• Examination 

http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Solve
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Solve
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Recognise
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Apply
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Describe
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Solve
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Identify
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Deduce
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Calculate
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Describe
http://v7-5.australiancurriculum.edu.au/glossary/popup?a=F10AS&t=Explain


 

Music 

Overview 

In Music, students develop both performance and musicianship skills. They make and respond to music 

independently and collaboratively. Students use listening skills to identify and make decisions about 

how they can manipulate rhythm, pitch, dynamics and expression, form and structure, and timbre 

and texture to achieve expressive outcomes or realise specific intentions when composing and 

performing. They learn how musicians communicate in ensembles and perform to audiences in a 

variety of settings. Students explore social, cultural and historical influences on music from diverse 

times, cultures and locations. They expand their skills whilst building confidence, curiosity and 

imagination. 

Duration 

This subject runs for ONE semester. 

  

Educational Objectives 

In Music, students will: 

• Experiment with elements of music using listening skills, voice, instruments and technologies to find 

ways to create and manipulate effects  

• Create, practise and rehearse music to develop listening, compositional and technical and 

expressive performance skills  

• Rehearse and perform to audiences in different settings and contexts, a range of music they have 

learnt or composed, using techniques and expression appropriate to style  

• Analyse composers’ use of the elements of music and stylistic features when listening to and 

interpreting music  

 

Topics of Study 

• Explore and Represent Ideas  

• Music Practices  

• Present and Perform  

• Respond and Interpret  

 

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a range of assessment tasks over the semester. These include:  

• Music solo and ensemble performance 

• Music language and aural skills tests 

• Class discussions and written work 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Performing Arts 

Overview  

The Performing Arts course will focus on the areas of Drama and Dance. In Dance, students explore 

dance forms and styles through choreography and performance. They use safe dance practice and 

extend their technical and expressive skills. Students make and perform dances in groups to 

communicate ideas and intentions. In Drama, Students build on their understanding of role, character 

and relationships. They use voice and movement to sustain character and situation. As they make and 

respond to drama, students explore ways meaning is created in drama and consider social, cultural 

and historical influences of drama. Performing Arts students assists students to develop confidence 

and self-esteem, celebrate human experience, take risks and challenge their own creativity. 

Duration 

This subject runs for ONE semester. 

Educational Objectives 

In Dance, students will: 

• Use safe dance practice, elements of dance, body actions and improvisations to explore ways of 

making literal movements into abstract movements 

• Practise and refine technical and expressive skills in style-specific techniques 

• Rehearse and perform focusing on technical and expressive skills appropriate to style and/or 

choreographic intent 

• Analyse how choreographers use elements of dance and production elements to communicate 

intent 

In Drama, students will: 

• Combine the elements of drama in devised and scripted drama to explore and develop issues, 

ideas and themes 

• Plan, structure and rehearse drama, exploring ways to communicate and refine dramatic 

meaning 

• Perform devised and scripted drama using a range of performance styles, maintaining 

commitment to role and applying stagecraft 

• Analyse how the elements of drama have been combined in devised and scripted drama to 

convey different forms, performance styles and dramatic meaning 

Topics of Study 

• Explore and Express 

• Dance and Drama Practices 

• Present and Perform 

• Respond and Interpret 

Methods of Assessment   

• Performance in a short, dramatic production 

• A Performing Arts journal – including analysis and evaluation questions 

 

 

  



 

Religious and Values Education (RAVE) 

Overview 

Religious and Values Education (RAVE) offers students the opportunity to examine a number of key 

aspects of personal and communal spiritual development. This includes studying the overarching story 

and timeline of the Christians Scriptures and examining more closely the historic Exodus event on the 

Israelites. Students will also get to know the key life and teaching events of Jesus, from Luke’s gospel.   

Duration 

This subject runs for TWO semesters. 

Educational Objectives 

• Study and understand the major turning points in the Bible, how the two testaments fit together, 

and the underlying message of the 66 books 

• Examine in more depth and detail the exodus of God’s people from Egypt, and how this key event 

points to the future events of Easter 

• Read through some of the key sections of Luke’s gospel and discuss how Jesus’ life and teaching 

was both radical and revolutionary 

Topics of Study 

• The Big Picture of the Bible 

• Beginnings and Big Promises 

• Trusting and Remembering God’s Promises 

• God’s Promises Fulfilled in the Person of Jesus 

• Understanding Christ by Understanding the Old Testament 

• Jesus’ Birth, Beginning, Teaching, Authority, Followers, Opposition, Betrayal, Death, Resurrection 

and Ascension 

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a range of assessment tasks over the year; these will include: 

• Workbook mark 

• Multiple-choice test 

• Personal reflection 

  



 

Science 

Overview 

The key learning area of science aims to help students develop an understanding of the physical 

world they live in and its place in the universe. They consider life in its many forms and themselves in 

relation to the world. They study the technology that has evolved out of scientific experimentation in 

order to enhance their ability to explore, measure, test, analyse, evaluate and communicate. 

Duration 

This subject runs for TWO semesters. 

Educational Objectives 

• Become familiar with and be able to apply the language and fundamental concepts of science 

• Develop manipulative skills and processes associated with sound scientific practice through 

laboratory work 

• Use the experimental approach to problem solving 

• Develop the skills and confidence to access, process and communicate information in order to be 

scientifically informed and aware 

• Build an understanding and appreciation of their world to develop a system of values 

underpinned by great respect for, and a commitment to nurture the world and all living things 

• Develop skills in analytical and critical thinking 

• Acquire the skill of proposing a hypothesis then designing and evaluating an experiment to test 

their hypothesis 

• Develop the skill of applying their key knowledge and key concepts to explain or predict new 

phenomena 

Topics of Study 

• Working with Scientific Data 

• Cells 

• Living Systems 

• Growth and Reproduction 

• Physical and Chemical Change 

• Elements, Compounds and Mixtures 

• Geology – Rocks 

• Energy 

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a range of assessment tasks over the semester including: 

• Topic tests 

• Practical reports 

• Book work assessment 

• Project work – scientific poster and model construction 

• Project work – research and investigative 

• Examination 

 

  



 

Technology 

Overview  

Technology combines the two areas of digital and design technology. In Year 8, students build on 

their understanding of the topics within these two areas from Year 7 content. Through the focus on 

digital technology students are provided with the opportunity to analyse problems and design, 

implement and evaluate a range of digital solutions. Students are introduced to networks and 

networking, data and ICT issues. The design and technologies area will enable students to continue 

to develop skills in designing products to suits a client’s needs. They will make use of design process to 

complete a functional product from their portfolio. Students will analyse the appropriateness of 

using particular materials for specific purposes relating to design and technologies and be able to 

follow a plan to produce a functioning product. They will consider as a research project undertaking 

reusable resources. 

Duration 

This subject runs for ONE semester. 

Educational Objectives 

By the end of this unit, students should be able to:   

• Design, produce and evaluate solutions for an engineered device   

• Create and represent design ideas using a variety of techniques   

• Select a range of materials and equipment to safely and efficiently produce solutions   

• Develop their computational thinking   

• Create a range of digital solutions using programming (websites)   

• Communicate and collaborate online with an understanding of cyber-safety and legal 

responsibilities   

Topics of Study 

• Occupational Health and Safety (including safe handling of tools) 

• Design Process and Investigation of Client Design Briefs 

• Environmental Impacts and Sustainable use of Technologies 

• New and Emerging Technologies used in the Environment 

• Computer Systems – Networking Performance 

• Data and Information   

• Programming – Python and Embedded Systems   

• Web Design – Advanced HTML and CSS Design   

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a range of assessment tasks over the semester. These may include:   

• Topic tests  

• Assignments and Projects  

• Research Report 

• Problem-solving tasks and technical drawings  

• Open-ended student guided tasks 

 

 

  



 

Visual Arts 

Overview  

In Visual Arts, students make and respond to artworks. They design and create visual expressions of 

selected themes and concepts through a variety of visual arts forms and styles. Students examine their 

own culture and develop a deeper understanding of their practices as an artist. They build an 

awareness of how and why artists, craftspeople and designers realise their ideas through different 

visual expressions. Students extend their understanding of safe visual arts practices and choose to use 

sustainable materials, techniques and technologies. They engage in a journey of discovery, 

experimentation and problem-solving relevant to visual perception and visual language, utilising visual 

techniques, technologies, practices and processes. Students build confidence, curiosity, imagination 

and a personal aesthetic.  

Duration 

This subject runs for ONE semester. 

Educational Objectives 

In Visual Arts students will: 

• Explore visual arts practices as inspiration to explore and develop themes, concepts or ideas in 

artworks 

• Experiment with materials, techniques, technologies and processes in a range of art forms to 

express ideas, concepts and themes in artworks 

• Create and display artworks, describing how ideas are expressed to an audience 

• Analyse how ideas and viewpoints are expressed in artworks and how they are viewed by 

audiences 

Topics of Study 

• Explore and Represent Ideas  

• Visual Arts Practices  

• Present and Perform  

• Respond and Interpret  

  

Methods of Assessment 

Students will complete a range of assessment tasks over the semester. These may include:  

• Visual Art journal 

• Artworks 

• Short-answer questions 

  



 

Contacts 

Please contact the following staff should you have any queries. 

FOR ALL ENQUIRIES 

Head of Teaching and Learning  – 

Secondary 
Mrs Jennifer Johnstone johnstonej@humegrammar.vic.edu.au 

FOR CAREER/POST-SCHOOLING PATHWAYS ADVICE 

Careers Counsellor Mrs Rochelle Rosendale  rosendaler@humegrammar.vic.edu.au 

FOR SUBJECT SPECIFIC INFORMATION 

Head of Faculty – The Arts Ms Sarah Lang langs@humegrammar.vic.edu.au 

Head of Faculty - English Mr Clive Parkin parkinc@humegrammar.vic.edu.au 

Head of Faculty – Health and Physical 

Education 
Mrs Sarah Davies daviess@humegrammar.vic.edu.au 

Head of Humanities and RAVE  Ms Kaye Elvin elvink@humegrammar.vic.edu.au 

Subject Coordinator – Languages Ms Rosa Sfameni sfamenir@humegrammar.vic.edu.au  

Head of Faculty – Mathematics Ms Katherine Briggs 
 

briggsk@humegrammar.vic.edu.au 

Head of Faculty – Science Mr Navneet Sharma sharmas@humegrammar.vic.edu.au 

Subject Coordinator – Technology Mr Athanas Zivave zivavea@humegrammar.vic.edu.au  
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